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Abstract. In federated multimedia systems new services can be dynamically 
added or updated, thus a synergy effect related to integration of distributed 
communities of users and service providers can be observed. However, the in-
herent security limitation of such systems is implied by malicious host problem, 
particularly the risk that host software would be modified in order to e.g. violate 
data confidentiality. In the proposed model the distributed content consumers 
are provided with encryption scheme securing the confidentiality and integrity 
of the content roaming with them from host to host e.g. in federated virtual en-
vironment. The decryption keys, shared with threshold schemes, are produced 
in particles that correspond to the subsets of the multimedia content with re-
spect to its structure. The scenes can be reconstructed collectively, but in a se-
lective manner, according to the user privileges. In consequence, the model al-
lows for placing content safely on virtual environment hosts and mitigates the 
problem of the host code that can be malicious.  

Keywords: secure content distribution, secret sharing model, federated system 
security, multimedia systems. 

1 Introduction 

Interactive scenes are attractive content form for the modern digital citizens [ 1], e.g. 
scenarios based on 3D models of virtual museum objects [ 2]. Promising container 
technology for such content is federated virtual environments [ 3][ 4] such as Hypergr-
id [ 5], for two main reasons. First, they are based on open architecture – new regions 
on new hosts can be dynamically added to the grid by third parties. Such openness 
provides a developing market – growing population of active users. Second, they are 
based on functional, standardized, open, efficient and constantly developing software 
engines like OpenSim [ 6], and corresponding client browsers [ 7]. 

However, there is a significant obstacle for moving scenes of virtual museums or 
other content providers to the grid of federated regions (hosts). It is the problem of the 
data security [ 8][ 9], particularly the threat of piracy. In order to participate and contri-
bute to virtual environments, publishers, content creators as well as users need to be 
sure that their rights to the content will be preserved. It requires assuring confidential-
ity and integrity of the scenarios that are distributed over the grid, which is hard, 
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mainly because of the malicious host problem [ 10]. It cannot be assumed that host 
software has not been modified in order to make illegal copies of digital items that 
constitute users inventory [ 11], e.g. for the purposes of illegal pirate distribution. In 
case of the Hypergrid this is caused by the fact that federated architecture [ 12] re-
quires user inventory (digital items) to be accessible for target hosts as the user roams 
from host to host, in order to be properly simulated, rendered or used. The simple 
authorization mechanism for Hypergrid described in [ 13] does not solve the problem, 
since obviously it is assumed that the host visited by the users is an “authorized con-
sumer of the resources”. The malicious host problem has been described and it is 
partially solved only if specific conditions are fulfilled or for specific sub-problems 
[ 14]. 

From the content publisher perspective, the possible partial workaround of mali-
cious host problem in the grid is to set up an own region serving 3D scenes on the 
own host. However, such theoretically natural solution has a number of practical 
drawbacks (e.g. for a small or medium virtual museum), which include: uncertainty 
whether the large enough number of users will be willing to visit the region; lack of 
third party content that is related to the owner content, constitutes its natural context, 
and can additionally attract visitors; the time and cost effort related to the region pro-
motion; the time and cost effort related to the region hosting and maintenance. More-
over, using institution-hosted regions protects only the institution’s rights to the con-
tent. Users rights to the content are still not protected, since they cannot be sure 
whether confidentiality of their roaming inventories is preserved on remote hosts, 
unless they fully trust the hosting institutions.  

Taking all these factors into account, in this paper the solution to the described 
problem is proposed. The main idea of the proposed model is providing the distri-
buted community of users with the cryptographic means transparently integrated with 
virtual environments software, allowing to selectively reconstruct the safely distri-
buted scene subsets. The model enables placing 3D scenes in existing popular regions 
that attract a large number of visitors and provide rich context for the distributed con-
tent, and at the same time mitigates the problem of the host code that controls the 
region and can be potentially malicious. The software solution design is proposed 
along with the usage scheme that is based on it.  

2 Related Work 

Recently, a significant development of the federated virtual environments based on 
open architectures can be noticed, particularly in open source software communities. 
Good representatives are platforms based on OpenSimulator [ 6] engine implementa-
tion, such as OSgrid/Hypergrid [ 15][ 5], where new regions on new hosts can be dy-
namically added to the grid. A roaming data processing model and external openness 
makes federated virtual environments inherently insecure which affects trading of 
digital goods and their usage control. Their access control mechanism can be by-
passed, e.g., by using “copybot” software simulating legitimate applications that  
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perform uncontrolled operations to copy user assets while a user visits a virtual envi-
ronment region (host) that is running a malicious code [ 11]. 

Open Cobalt [ 16], another open source platform for constructing, accessing, and 
sharing virtual environments, makes it possible to hyperlink virtual environments 
using 3D portals to form a large distributed network of interconnected collaboration 
spaces. It does not require centralized servers and the processing is distributed in a 
P2P manner. From the security analysis point of view, interesting element of such 
approach is reduction of reliance on error-prone server infrastructures by using a peer-
based messaging protocol. However, here the problem of untrusted clients appears, 
which is hard to solve, as the problem of malicious hosts. 

One of the other mature open source platforms is Open Wonderland [ 17] support-
ing creation of interactive and dynamic content. For access control, any digital object 
can be associated with an access control list (ACL) to control which users can view or 
manipulate or edit the object. Here ACLs are hierarchical, so access can be applied to 
a single object in a space or to all objects within enclosing 3D structure. However, 
contrary to Open Simulator, Open Wonderland is not based on the paradigm of fede-
ralization and distribution, thus it suffers all the limitations of the centralized system. 

Solutions grown from the programming platforms for 3D content should be men-
tioned as well, i.e. X3D-based collaboration servers, such as BS Collaborate [ 18]. 
However, they provide only limited security measures and do not enable creating 
federated environments, but represent traditional, client-server approach. 

The techniques that potentially can be used to make grid data confidential, and, at 
the same time, allowing computation on, or partial access to the data are, respectively, 
functional encryption [ 19] (generalization of predicate encryption [ 20], attribute-
based encryption [ 21], and identity-based encryption [ 22]) and structured encryption 
[ 23][ 24] (generalization of searchable encryption [ 25]). These techniques are useful, 
e.g. in the cloud computing data processing schemes [ 24], where data remain en-
crypted on the host after querying or calculating. However, they cannot be applied 
directly to the multimedia data in federated virtual environment. This is caused by the 
fact that the dynamically added untrusted hosts are required to have full access to the 
scenes and user inventories in order to simulate physics and behavior while the users 
are interacting with each other or are roaming from host to host.  

From the wide spectrum of techniques for providing data confidentiality, threshold 
secret sharing has been chosen in the proposed approach [ 26][ 27][ 28]. Originally it 
has been designed for the applications where a number of parties, that do not fully 
trust each other, have to collectively make decisions or gain access to a secret. Since 
in many applications unanimous decisions or even full presence cannot be assumed, 
threshold secret sharing schemes allows at least k of n parties to reconstruct secret 
message. In organizations secret information can be shared between different groups 
of users (on homogenic layers, e.g. strategic, tactical) in the same way or differently 
on each layer [ 29]. In different layers the same or different information can be shared. 
Reflecting user hierarchies in the secret sharing consists not only in simple providing 
the users from the higher hierarchy levels with higher number of shares, but also in 
producing the shares of the different quality for the levels. Moreover, methods allow-
ing the users from higher levels of the hierarchy to delegate the rights to the secrets 
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have been developed. According to the author’s best knowledge the threshold secret 
sharing has not been used to secure the distribution of the multimedia content in the 
virtual environments, where it cannot be assumed that users keep acquired data  
confidential or, even worse, the problem of malicious host appears.   

3 Model for Mass Scale Content Distribution 

3.1 The Idea  

The main idea of the proposed solution is providing the distributed communities of 
content creators and consumers with the cryptographic means transparently integrated 
with federated system, allowing for the safely distributed scene subsets to be selec-
tively reconstructed (Fig. 1). As an initial step all the elements of the scene and their 
relations are symmetrically encrypted by the publisher, and the ability to decrypt it is 
dependent on the submission of the secret keys. The secret keys are split in advance 
using the threshold secret sharing algorithm for a number of shares. Each shareholder 
obtains a number of shares proportional to the class of the acquired ticket and corres-
ponding to his or her usage rights to the subsets of the content. In order to start the 
interactive exhibition, the k of n, or more, shareholders are needed. The keys are pro-
duced in particles that correspond to the subsets of the original scene with respect to 
its structure, in order to provide the ability to reconstruct the scene in a selective man-
ner. The k number of tickets is a parameter of the algorithm (and can be calculated 
e.g. to create a “critical mass” for which the event is justified for economical reasons). 
After the shareholders with eligible key shares gather at freely chosen host and decide 
to start an event, reconstruction of keys is deployed, the scene is decrypted and the 
exhibition can be run.  

Simple scene encryption would not solve the problem since a single ticket holder 
with the decryption key could illegally distribute the scene. Access control mechan-
isms designed for the interactive and distributed content, such as proposed in 
[ 30][ 31][ 32][ 33][ 34], also cannot be applied, since they require predefined trusted 
host, which does not match open grid specificity. 

3.2 The Application in Federated Virtual Environments 

The proposed concept of the software framework is composed of four main compo-
nents: a scheme for threshold scenes sharing, layer of integration with virtual envi-
ronment infrastructure, publisher tools, and a scheme for updating shares. 

The first component and the core of the proposed solution is a new scheme for 
threshold secret sharing adapted to structured and interactive 3D scenes. It is based on 
existing threshold algorithms, but modified to support specific data structures of the 
3D scenes (geometrical models, behaviors/scripts, composability structures). It em-
ploys cryptographic keys distribution scheme. The implementation is deployed on the 
side of virtual museum software (encryption, key splitting), as well as on the side of 
the region host software (key reconstruction, decryption). 
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The second component of the solution is a software layer that integrates recon-
structing/decrypting algorithms described above with Hypergrid software, or poten-
tially other open virtual environment platform. The integration is transparent (auto-
matic decryption and secret reconstructing on-the-fly) from end-user point of view. 

The third component of the solution is a set of publisher tools that allow for selec-
tive encryption and sharing of the scene. It integrates splitting/encrypting algorithms 
with GUI software that enables interactive structuring of the 3D scene. The integra-
tion is transparent (automatic encrypting and secret splitting on-the-fly) from the  
end-user point of view. 

The fourth required component is the software implementing scheme of updating 
shares. It is needed for handling long-term users migration, and is based on proactive 
threshold secret sharing. The implementation is deployed on the side of the  
OpenSim-based host software. 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme for scenes sharing in Hypergrid. Simple example for k=2. 

3.3 Structured Content Sharing 

In the simplistic example depicted in the Fig. 1 the whole scene has been shared as a 
single digital item. However, in the real applications only specific subset of the scenes 
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is shared among different groups of users (c.f. Fig. 2), according to users privileges 
(or roles when RBAC is applied). These subsets can be composed of elements, i.e. 
scenes, sub-scenes, geometrical models, scene scripts, behavioral scripts, as well as 
relations between these elements.  

In the example in Fig. 2 two users have shares in two different subsets of the scene. 
Since scene subset #2 is the superset of scene subset #1, if k=2, the User #1 and User 
#2 have right to reconstruct together the decryption keys and decrypt the scene. How-
ever, their right is limited only to the range of Scene subset #1. Thus, there is a need 
for applying cryptographic mechanism for selective scene sharing with respect to 
scene structure. Therefore, the keys are produced in particles that correspond to the 
elements of the original scene and to relations between them (there are separate keys 
for relations). Token-based structured encryption and searchable encryption tech-
niques, having applications in the cloud computing [ 24] which however differ from 
the open federated grid, are conceptual inspiration here. 

 

Fig. 2. An example of scene subsets to be shared in case when one scene is the subset of the 
other 

An additional functionality intended to promote the content usage is introduced 
taking advantage of the features of threshold secret sharing. It assumes that shares are 
based on variable k value for fixed secret, which means that the lowest k value is 
needed to reconstruct scene skeleton (scenes and sub-scenes), the higher k value 
enables reconstructing also geometrical models, and the highest k enables reconstruct-
ing the behavior scripts and therefore interacting with the complete scene. It encou-
rages the community to gradually populate the host on which the scene is launched, 
since the “level of details” and the “level of interactivity” of the content increases as 
the number of content consumers grows.  
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3.4 Use Case Scenario for Virtual Museums 

The solution proposed in the previous sections has been designed as a prerequisite to 
the new usage scheme for virtual museums that are deployed “in the cloud”, particu-
larly on federated hosts constituting 3D virtual environment. Taking advantage of 
virtual environment functionality, virtual museum staff can build scenes containing 
multiuser educational scenarios with interactive 3D models. In the analyzed use case 
this content is secured, distributed and used in three phases: Content Securing Phase, 
Content Distribution Phase, and Content Reconstruction and Deployment Phase. 

In the Content Securing Phase: 

• Along with digital ticket to the virtual museum, the participants (not just visitors) 
obtain shares of scene decryption keys that are generated automatically; 

• The scenes are dedicated exclusively for the target population of participants – 
shareholders; 

• The shares generated for the given participant correspond to its credentials (user 
privileges, role, preferences, ticket class paid, etc); 

• The protected scene subsets or models can be reused by content publishers as a 
building blocks of many different scenes released for distribution; 

In the Content Distribution Phase: 

• Participants having the shares roam and gather at freely chosen host, and therefore 
they “support” better hosts through the „wisdom of the crowd”; 

• Additionally, the chance to have large number of users with their attractive content 
motivates host providers to assure quality of their service, particularly data securi-
ty; 

• Shareholders have ability to decide about the event context; it allows for decentra-
lizing the content management, which is crucial in federated virtual environments, 
since their topology is decentralized by design; 

• „Malicious host” cannot copy encrypted and shared scenes owned by users that are 
roaming through it (note that in case of regular Hypergrid model “malicious host” 
could copy the scene from the inventory of a single user who visited the host). 

Finally, in the Content Reconstruction and Deployment Phase: 

• Interaction with the scene is possible after virtual exhibition start which requires 
critical mass of at least k of n simultaneous participants (and additionally e.g. vir-
tual guide with special shares); 

• The usage scheme assumes, that even if the content leaks out after the keys are 
reconstructed and the scene is decrypted on the host, tickets (shares) already have 
been distributed in the number that makes the content creation cost-effective; 

• Moreover, the exhibition with the shared scenes can be launched for a second time 
and subsequently, provided that k users will gather on any host. Obviously, the k 
number may include completely different set of users each time, so the content can 
reach broad range of consumers. 
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4 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper the model for large scale content distribution, based on extended thre-
shold secret sharing technique, is proposed, along with usage scheme, that bypasses 
the “malicious host” problem. Its main practical advantage is protection against illegal 
distribution of the scenes in federated virtual environment and, at the same time, pro-
viding the content consumers with freedom of deciding about the context of the inte-
raction with the 3D scene. It opens the world of the federated virtual environments, its 
user communities and services, to the content providers such as virtual museums, 
assuring the desired level of security and cost-effectiveness (no content leaks, no pira-
cy, large populations of users). The support for flexible and selective sub-scene  
protection is a key factor allowing for applying the proposed solution in practice. 

In future the performance of the software implementation will be investigated more 
in detail. Share size influence the computation and communication efficiency, but 
since only encryption keys, not whole encrypted scenes, are shared in the proposed 
solution, splitting and reconstructing algorithms will not add any significant perfor-
mance costs. However, computational effort related to scenes decryption on-the-fly 
needs to be tested.  

An interesting aspect of secret sharing, that can be taken into account in the future 
research on the topic, is taking advantage of the knowledge about users rights and, at 
the same time, about inter-user and inter-role relations, hierarchies, and constraints 
(e.g. separation of duties), in the key generation process.  
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